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ABSTRACT
The GitHub social coding platform introduced GitHub Actions as a
way to automate different aspects of collaborative software develop-
ment through the use of workflow files. It is the most popular CI/CD
and workflow automation tool for GitHub. To maintain workflow
code over time, it is useful to rely on differencing tools to identify
the changes made during successive commits. Unfortunately, exist-
ing code differencing tools are not able to correctly identify changes
made to workflow files. We therefore implemented gawd, a syn-
tactic differencing tool for GitHub Actions workflows. The tool is
capable of reporting the addition, deletion, modification and move
of syntactic components in workflow files, taking into account the
specific syntax of workflows. gawd has been evaluated on manually
classified sets of workflow changes taken from existing commits
in 40 different GitHub repositories, and was able to successfully
identify these changes. gawd is publicly released as an open source
Python tool distributed on PyPI.
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1 INTRODUCTION
GitHub Actions has become the most popular workflow automation
tool on GitHub [7, 16, 23]. It facilitates the automation of a diverse
set of activities related to software development including testing,
quality analysis, continuous integration, dependency management
and security monitoring. GitHub Actions can initiate these auto-
mated activities in response to specific triggers including commits,
comments, issues, pull requests, and scheduled tasks.

Prior research has focused on changes in CI/CD pipelines based
on Travis [11, 15, 27, 28]. In a similar vein, researchers have started
to explore changes in GitHub Actions workflows [19, 24]. However,
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such workflows still lack a deep understanding on the types of
changes they exhibit, and the frequency of these changes.

The typical way of identifying changes made to code files during
commits is through the use of the git diff tool1 or one of its variants.
When applied to GitHub workflow files, however, the use of such a
tool is hindered by its lack of precision when identifying changes.
More syntax-aware diff tools exist for analysing changes in source
code files for specific programming languages, but we are not aware
of any diff tool that takes the specific YAML-based syntax of GitHub
Actions workflow files into account.

This is whywe have developed gawd, aGitHubActionsWorkflow
Differencing tool. The tool implements a differencing algorithm
that enables the comparison of syntactic workflow differences,
thereby supporting in-depth analysis of GitHub Actions workflow
file changes and how such workflows evolve over time.

After discussing relevant prior research in Section 2, Section 3
provides a motivating example for the relevance of gawd. Section 4
provides installation instructions and implementation details, and
explains how to use gawd in practice. Section 5 evaluates the tool
and its current limitations. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
Many differencing tools have been proposed in the past [1, 2, 4, 18,
20, 26], with diff probably being the oldest one [18]. Differencing
tools can be language-specific, like Vdiff for the Verilog hardware
description language [10], or language-agnostic, like LHDiff which
is a hybrid differencing approach for tracking source code lines [3].
Specifically in the context of git and GitHub, the git diff tool is
used [22]. It implements four variants to identify file differences in
commits: the default (and fastest) algorithmMyers [21], minimal,
patience, and histogram. While these tools are essentially line-
based, more advanced differencing tools have been proposed to
take into account the tree-like syntactic structure of code files [8,
9, 12–14, 17]. For example, Gumtree [13] aims to compute edit
operations that are close to original developer intent. To do so,
they represent source code as an abstract syntax tree (AST) to
compute the differences by establishing mappings and deducing
the edit operations. Despite the variety and abundance of such
differencing tools, we are not aware of any such tool having the
ability to comprehensively identify differences between GitHub
Actions workflow files.

Previous studies [6, 7, 25] have emphasized the importance of
understanding how workflow files evolve for uncovering potential
maintenance challenges. Rostami Mazrae et al. [19] studied the evo-
lution of workflow files through an analysis of line-based changes,
ignoring the specific syntactic or semantic nature of these changes.

1https://git-scm.com/docs/git-diff
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They studied 271,422 unique workflow file snapshots of 65,067
distinct workflow files, observing that around 10% of all changes
were mostly cosmetic (such as changes to comments, indentation
and pretty printing, and enhancing file readability by adding or
changing labels). The remaining 90% of the changes corresponded
to actual code changes, and were mostly modifications of existing
code lines, or additions of new lines. Line removals were consid-
erably less frequent with only 3.45% of the workflow files having
line removals as their only change and 22.78% of the workflow
files changes including line removals together with other types of
changes.

The primary objective of gawd is to enable a more fine-grained
syntax-based comprehension of the changes that are being made
to GitHub Actions workflow files.

3 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Just like any other software artifact, workflow files are susceptible
to change during their lifetime. Neither GitHub’s default diff tool
nor any of git diff algorithms is capable of correctly identifying the
set of changes made to these files in the different commits touching
them. This is illustrated in the example of Figure 1, depicting the
visual diff of the changes made to a workflow file in some commit. 2

Lines 13-14 (and the two preceding unnumbered lines in red)
show a change of job id from linux-x64 to linux-x64-x and a modifi-
cation of the job’s name. Lines 35-36 and 37-38 suggest that a sixth
and seventh step3 have been added to this job, but this is not what
happened in reality. Instead, the step named ‘Build Windows x64
binary’ on lines 55-58 (which is reported by the diff tool as not being
part of any change) has been removed from this job, and added
into a new job with id linux-x64-w (lines 41-58). As a consequence,
the two steps on lines 35-38 have changed their relative position
from 7 and 8, respectively, to 6 and 7, respectively. It is clear that
the diff tool misses out on a lot of syntactic changes by considering
lines 35-54 as a single composite change of 20 consecutive lines
being added, while in fact it should be considered as multiple, more
primitive changes.

Listing 1 provides a condensed summary of what an improved
syntax-aware diff tool should produce for this specific workflow
file changeset. Line 1 corresponds to the change of job id and line 2
represents the change of the job’s name. Line 3 reflects the fact that
the step ‘Build Windows x64 binary’ that used to be at position 6 is
now removed from the job (because it has been inserted as part of a
newly added job on line 6, of which the full contents is not shown
for the sake of brevity). Lines 4 and 5 correspond to the resulting
reordering of the next two steps, that change their relative position
in the job because of the removal of the step on line 3.

4 GAWD
4.1 Installation and execution
gawd has been developed as a standalone Python 3 package with a
command-line interface. gawd reports on the syntactic differences
between two GitHub Actions workflow files. Given two workflow
files, gawd identifies the addition or removal of steps and key-value
2Original commit: https://github.com/d99kris/nchat/commit/
0438344525f6bb36f41c0a145dfe54fad5a3f2c2
3We assume a zero-based indexing for steps.

Figure 1: Visual diff of the changes made to some GHA work-
flow during a commit to a GitHub repository.

Listing 1: Expected output.
1 renamed jobs.linux -x64 to jobs.linux -x64 -x
2 changed jobs.linux -x64.name from "Linux␣Intel␣..." to"..."
3 removed jobs.linux -x64.steps [6]
4 moved jobs.linux -x64.steps [7] to jobs.linux -x64 -x.steps [6]
5 moved jobs.linux -x64.steps [8] to jobs.linux -x64 -x.steps [7]
6 added jobs.linux -x64 -w with "..."

pairs, changes in values associated to a given key, and moves of
steps to a different position within an existing job. gawd is publicly
available on PyPI and can be installed through pip (pip install
gawd), and its source code is available on https://github.com/pooya-
rostami/gawd.

To compute the syntactic diff between two workflow YAML files
file1.yml and file2.yml, one simply needs to run the command
gawd file1.yml file2.yml

The tool can be configured with a range of optional arguments.
For all details, we refer the reader to the tool’s built-in help (i.e.,
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gawd --help). For example, the following command outputs the
result in JSON format (--json) using a more condensed form
(--short) by not showing the full details of the values associated
to each change, as values can sometimes be very long:
gawd file1.yml file2.yml --json --short

Other optional command-line arguments can be used to change
the default behaviour of the tool: threshold, position_weight and
job_name_weight. threshold can be set between 0 and 1 (by default
it is 0.5) to modify the sensitivity of the tool in identifying changes.
A higher threshold results in more instances of identified changes,
renames or moves, while a lower threshold favors additions and
removals. position_weight specifies a value between 0 and 1 (by
default it is 0.2) that determines the weight assigned to the rel-
ative positions of two items. Increasing this value increases the
importance of the relative position of two items in a sequence (e.g.,
two steps in a job) while decreasing the influence of their content
(dis)similarity. job_name_weight specifies a value between 0 and 1
(by default it is 0.2) that quantifies the significance of differences in
job names when determining the similarity of jobs. A higher value
places greater importance on job name similarity and reduces the
influence of their content (dis)similarity.

4.2 Implementation details
The implementation of gawd relies on a set of functions dedicated to
finding matches, calculating distances and comparing differences.

Finding matches. The two functions find_list_matches and
find_job_matches are dedicated to identifying and computingmatches,
whether they involve items within sequences or jobs. These func-
tions assign distance scores to various item combinations, allowing
for the generation of sorted lists of matches, while considering
positions and job names. In this process, all potential matches are
returned, ordered by distance, but each item is only matched once.
Items whose distance is below the given threshold are categorized
as changed. Other items are categorized as removed or added de-
pending on their presence in the first (old) or second (new) file.

Calculating distances. The dict_distance function computes
a normalized distance between dictionaries, based on common,
changed, added, and removed items. The distance function calcu-
lates distances between objects, accounting for data types such
as simple values, dictionaries (by relying on dict_distance) and
sequences. This comprehensive approach enables a nuanced under-
standing of similarity and difference of two data structures.

Comparing differences. Function diff_workflows takes two
workflow files represented as dictionaries, performs a comparison,
and generates a list of differences. These differences are categorized
into additions, removals, renames, changes, and moves with associ-
ated paths and values from both the old and new workflows. Func-
tion diff_workflow_files operates on two workflow files specified
by their file paths. It reads and converts these files into dictionaries
and calls diff_workflows to provide a list of differences between the
two workflow files.

Figure 2: Real-world example of GitHub’s visual diff of work-
flow changes made in a commit.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Example
Let us consider a concrete example of a diff between two versions
of a workflow file associated with a specific commit.4 Figure 2
shows the diff as reported by GitHub. In contrast, Figure 3 illus-
trates gawd’s output, presenting the changes in a more fine-grained
and syntax-aware manner. It highlights gawd’s proficiency in rec-
ognizing step movements (in terms of their relative position within
a job) resulting from the addition or deletion (in this case addition)
of steps preceding them in the updated workflow file. Additionally,
the tool successfully captures changes in the values corresponding
to each key within the workflow files. For each such change, the
fully qualified path related to the key is reported. This capacity to

4We used the following commit for this example:
https://github.com/cloud-hypervisor/rust-hypervisor-firmware/
commit/5e2934f2d9cb52c54e696bccc687d52f0ee402f5#diff-
a9b4f1a51dd81dfaef1e9d563dfe6045ab8089a05200453d6e0b2d66201f419f

https://github.com/cloud-hypervisor/rust-hypervisor-firmware/commit/5e2934f2d9cb52c54e696bccc687d52f0ee402f5#diff-a9b4f1a51dd81dfaef1e9d563dfe6045ab8089a05200453d6e0b2d66201f419f
https://github.com/cloud-hypervisor/rust-hypervisor-firmware/commit/5e2934f2d9cb52c54e696bccc687d52f0ee402f5#diff-a9b4f1a51dd81dfaef1e9d563dfe6045ab8089a05200453d6e0b2d66201f419f
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added env with {'REGISTRY': 'ghcr.io', 'IMAGE_NAME': '${{ github.repository }}'}
moved jobs.main.steps[6] to jobs.main.steps[7]
moved jobs.main.steps[5] to jobs.main.steps[6]
changed jobs.main.steps[5].with.push from "${{ github.repository == ... }}" to "${{ github.event_name == 'push' }}"
changed jobs.main.steps[5].with.tags from 'rusthypervisorfirmware/dev:latest' to '${{ steps.meta.outputs.tags g}}'
removed jobs.main.steps[4].if with "${{ github.repository == 'cloud-hypervisor/rust-hypervisor-firmware' ... }}"
changed jobs.main.steps[4].name from 'Login to DockerHub' to 'Login to ghcr'
added jobs.main.steps[4].with.registry with '${{ env.REGISTRY }}'
changed jobs.main.steps[4].with.username from '${{ secrets.DOCKERHUB_USERNAME }}' to '${{ github.actor }}'
changed jobs.main.steps[4].with.password from '${{ secrets.DOCKERHUB_TOKEN }}' to '${{ secrets.GITHUB_TOKEN }}'
added jobs.main.steps[5] with {'name': 'Extract metadata (tags, labels) for Docker', 'id': 'meta', ... }

Figure 3: gawd output for the example of Figure 2.

trace changes to the exact location in the workflow’s hierarchical
structure enhances the tool’s utility for software developers and
engineers in effectively interpreting workflow file modifications.

5.2 Validation
We validated the correctness of gawd by manually checking the
tool’s output for real-life cases of workflow file changes made in
existing commits in 40 different GitHub repositories. To do so, we
first used the SEART GitHub search engine [5] to create a dataset
comprising GitHub repositories that (i) are not forks of existing
repositories; (ii) use GitHub Actions and contain at least one work-
flow file in the .github/workflow directory; (ii) have been created
after 2019-01-01 and before 2019-06-01; (iii) have at least 100 stars
and 300 commits; and (iv) have their most recent commit after 2023-
01-01. We randomly selected 40 of these repositories and locally
cloned them on 2023-05-24.

For each of these 40 repositories, we extracted all commits in-
volving changes to GitHub Actions workflow files and randomly
selected one such commit. Using the 40 selected commits we man-
ually checked whether gawd’s output corresponded to our own
interpretation of the changes being made to the workflow. In those
cases where the commit contained changes to multiple workflow
files, we selected the first workflow file.

The manual confirmation of the correctness of the tool’s output
proceeded as follows. Next, all three researchers discussed together
about the interpretation of their changes, in order to come to a
consensus on the actual changes that were being observed in the
workflow files. These changes were then compared against gawd’s
output. The outcome of this comparison revealed that gawd suc-
cessfully identifies all code-related modifications within workflow
files present in our test cases.

We have integrated this manual confirmation of gawd’s output
on 40 cases of workflow file changes as an automated test suite
that is part of gawd’s continuous integration process whenever we
are changing its implementation and creating new versions and
releases.

5.3 Limitations
A limitation of gawd is its inability to properly comprehend com-
posite “semantic” changes such as merging (or conversely splitting)
multiple steps into a single one, moving steps between jobs, replac-
ing a step executing some shell commands (run: key) by a step

using a reusable Action (uses: key) and vice versa. Similarly, gawd
ignores changes to comments, or cosmetic changes such as the
addition or removal of empty lines, whitespaces or indentations
that do not affect the workflow syntax.

In future endeavors, we plan to enhance gawd’s functionality by
implementing a three-way diff feature, facilitating improved merg-
ing of workflow files within repositories. We also aim to provide a
visualization to allow users to identify the reported changesets in
a familiar way, as in traditional line-based diff tools. Furthermore,
similar to the Unix patch tool, we plan to create a tool taking as
input some changes generated by gawd and to apply them to similar
workflow files. We also plan to make gawd aware of the various
programming languages that can be used in workflow files (e.g.,
shell commands or Python scripts in run:) when computing the
distance between values.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper presented gawd, a differencing tool designed to report
syntactic changes between pairs of GitHub Actions workflow files.
The tool was implemented as an open source Python library with
a command-line interface. We manually checked the accuracy of
gawd on 40 different commits involving workflow file modifications,
representing real-life scenarios involving the addition, removal,
modification and move of workflow code fragments.

We plan to utilize gawd as a basis for carrying out large-scale em-
pirical quantitative analyses of GitHub Actions workflow evolution,
focusing on changes in the configuration, execution, quality-related
and security-related aspects of workflow code. Through such analy-
sis we aim to get insight in, and provide support for, the challenges
encountered by workflow maintainers. For example, identifying
frequent changes could lead to a system for recommending changes
or automating refactorings.
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